Protect your assets and employees from
threats related to their online exposure
73% of cyber attacks against businesses exploit human vulnerabilities¹.
Every day, you leave traces on internet that can be used by attackers
against your employees and your company (phishing, identity theft,
etc.)
Owlint is the only turnkey digital footprint platform that helps
protect your staff and business, without requiring months of
training!
¹ Report « État de la menace liée au numérique » Ministère de l’Intérieur – 2019

360° detection

Assessment AI

Analysis help

GDPR compliant

Owlint centralizes the digital footprint from the Clear Web, Deep Web
and Dark Web.

The proprietary AI OwlAnalytics
establishes a level of risk on each
element detected.

Owlint offers preprocessing and
helps to save you time during analysis.

Owlint complies with the General
Data Protection Regulation.

1. Clear, Deep and Dark detection
Fill in some information (last name, first name, email,
phone, etc.) and automatically get a Clear Web, Deep
Web (thanks to our OwlSearch® engine) and Dark Web
(via our DarkSearch® engine) exposure report.

2. Calculation of the risk level
Our proprietary AI OwlAnalytics contextualizes each
detected element and calculates an associated level
of risk.

3. Analysis help interface
Our analysis platform provides you with a set of helps
and pre-treatments to save you time when analyzing
the results.

4. Report generation
In addition to the interactive report via the platform,
export the report to individually educate your staff
and act on their exposure.
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Features
Banking compliance, due diligence, candidate
audit, HR recruitment, government

Use cases

!

Simple and intuitive interface





Smart searches in open sources and
social networks





Generation of an interactive profile sheet





Profile following over time





Alert system



Scoring by theme



Smart pre-categorization



%



Consumer price (without obligation)



A FrenchTech company
OWLINT is a french company founded in 2018 by 3 security enthusiasts. Based in Paris, the
company capitalizes on 15 years of its founders’ experience in the field of open source
information research and artificial intelligence.
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